
Technical Specifications

This device permits the control of DALI control gears with LED or Fluorescence
lighting.

Modular housing, with a width of 5 modules (87,5mm). DIN rail mounting.

Different control modes:

   - Pushbutton:

      · With Memory: the lamps are switched-on at the previous level before being
        switched-off.

      · Without Memory: the lamps are switched-on at maximum level.

      · Auto: the lamps are switched-on at the previous level before being switched-off
        and the dimmer recovers the same situation if there is a cut-off of the mains.

   - Potentiometer: external or built-in one.

   - 0/10VDC signal (active) or 1/10VDC signal (passive).

Master/Slave configuration, allowing increasing the load capacity from only one
control.

Anti-panic input for safety systems: in case of emergency the lamps can be
switched-on at maimum level without taking into account the dimming control.

Unidirectional and Broadcasting communication (only 1 group). It is not addressable.

DescriptionCharacteristics

Power supply 230V~ 50Hz

Storage temperature -30ºC ~ +70ºC

Working temperature 0ºC ~ +40ºC

Weight 420g

Dimensions 5 modules (87,5mm)

Value External Potentiometer 10K

Pushbutton

Rheostat

PotentiometerControl

0/10VDC signal (active)

Dimming range 0, 10 ~ 100%

Outputs 1 output channel

Load type 64 DALI ECGs

DALI signal 16V synchronized (Manchester code)

Consumption 3W

Protection degree IP20

According to the Standard EN 60669-2-1

Connection terminals Accept wires of up to 6mm2 cross section

1/10VDC signal (passive)

INSTRUCTIONS MANUAL

Modular Dimmer for

DALI Equipments

RE EL5 DA1

This dimmer has a lateral selector switch which allows to set the desired control
mode (pushbutton, potentiometer, 0/10V or 1/10V signal), as well as the working
mode (with or without memory, master/slave,...).

After setting the control and the working mode, and the wiring has been done
correctly, the device can be supplied. It is possible to change the position of the
mode selector switch at any moment without disconnecting the power supply.

The dimmer has two controls for switching the load: K relay and DALI output.

The use of the K relay is optional and it allows to disconnect the supply of the lamps
when the OFF telegram is sent. If this K relay is not used, the lamps will stay always
supplied by the mains.

The frontal potentiometer has two functions:

    - With potentiometer control mode: manual dimming.

    - With pushbutton or 0/10V control mode: to set the minimum dimming level.

Pushbutton control:

- Short pulse: switch ON/OFF / Long pulse: dim.

- In this mode (MEM, NO MEM or AUTO) the frontal potentiometer sets the minimum
  dimming level. It is recommended to set it at minimum in order to get all the
  dimming range.

- After stop pressing the pushbutton, if it is pressed again the dimming direction will
  change.

External Potentiometer or Rheostat control:

- It is possible to control the load with a potentiometer of 10Kohms.

- At the minimum the load will be turned-off.

- As the potentiometer is turned clockwise the light level is increased.

- It is necessary to set the built-in potentiometer at minimum.

Built-in Potentiometer:

- It is possible to control the load with the potentiometer of the dimmer.

- If this potentiometer is set at any higher value than minimum, the external
  potentiometer will not dim.

- With other different control (pushbutton or 0/10VDC signal) it fixes the minimum
  level for dimming.

0/10VDC signal control (galvanically isolated):

- Any external 0-10VDC power supply can be used, isolated or not (PLCs,...).

- 0V: the load is switched-off.

- 10V: the load is switched-on at maximum.

1/10VDC signal control (passive):

- An external 1-10VDC passive signal control can be used.

- 1V: the load is switched-off.

- 10V: the load is switched-on at maximum.

Master/Slave configuration (galvanically isolated):

- This configuration can be used when the load exceeds the maximum load that
  supports the dimmer.

- In this way, it is possible to distribute the load across multiple dimmers and extend
  the load.

- For this it is necessary to spread the load on different lines, each dimmer
  controlling its maximum permitted load.

- It is also indicated the use of slaves in those installations where is necessary to set
  different types of loads. In this way, it is possible to install, for example,
  incandescence and halogens and dim everything with a single control.

Anti-panic function:

- Valid for notice power supply fault used in emergency systems.

- If this option is not used, keep the bridge between terminals (-) and (AP), thus the
  operation of the dimmer is normal.

- If jumper is removed, the dimmer applies the maximum power to the load and it
  does not respond to the orders.

Relay �K�

This device basically has two elements to control the load: "K" relay and DALI signal.

The K relay is a contactor which opens or closes the output phase to the ballasts.

Therefore, with this relay the power supply of the electronic ballasts will be controlled
and with the DALI output the light level will be regulated.

It is necessary to use the K relay when is intended to turn off totally the lamps,
avoiding the ballasts keep supplied when is unnecessary. It could be possible to
make an installation without using the K relay whenever it is indifferent to the
customer that the lamps keep to its minimum luminosity and the ballasts keep
supplied continuously.

 CAUTIONS AND RESTRICTIONS

 Do not connect to the K relay loads higher than 16A. If the nominal current is
 higher than 16A it will be necessary to install a relay between the dimmer
 (K terminal) and the load.

 The external control voltage 0/10V should not exceed 10V.



FRONT VIEW

SIDE VIEW

- Selector switch must be at            position.

- Turning the potentiometer clockwise the light intensity will increase.

Example 2   Controlled by Potentiometer

B)  With built-in potentiometerA)  With external potentiometer

Example 3    Three-phase installation increased with 2 Slaves (Potentiometer)

- Selector switch must be at 0-10V       position.

Example 4   Controlled by 0-10VDC (active) or 1-10VDC (passive) signal

ATTENTION: the 0/10VDC signal must
be electrically isolated from the
mains (230V).

- Place the selector switch in the desired working mode:

   · MEM: lights will be turned-on at the same level than when turned-off for
                the las time.

   · NO MEM: lights will be turned on at maximum level.

   · AUTO: lights will be turned on at the same level when turned off and also they will
                 maintain the working state (ON/OFF/Dimming value) when the power
                 supply returns after an electrical cut-off.

- A short press on the pushbutton will switch on/off the lamps and a continuous press
  will dim the lamps.

Follow these steps when installing:

1º - Set an operating mode with the control knob located on the side of the dimmer.

2º - Disconnect the power supply of the installation.

3º - Insert the dimmer into the DIN rail installation box. Avoid placing the dimmer
      along with other heat sources, such as other dimmers.

      Consider the most appropriate switchboard or ventilated place.

      It is recommended to leave a minimum gap of one module between the dimmer
      and other devices and using forced ventilation in some cases.

4º - Select a wiring diagram and follow it.

5º - Supply the device.

Installation

Panic

Set at minimum: It allows using an
external potentiometer.

Salve mode.

Control by Potentiometer.

Control by Pushbutton with Memory.

Control by Pushbutton without
Memory.

Control by Pushbutton with status
Memory.

Control by 0-10VDC or 1/10VDC signal.

Mode selector switch:

Description

POTENTIOMETER
AT MINIMUM

B)  With 1/10V signal (passive)A)  With 0/10V signal (active)

At any higher position than the
minimum: It allows dimming the
lamps and ignores any external
potentiometer.
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Dimming Potentiometer / K

Anti-Panic function

In case of emergency, the opening of this jumper will switch the
load on at maximum.

If this function is not required the two terminals must be
connected together.

If it is required, an external relay must be placed between two
terminals. If an emergency situation appears this relay must be
opened.

Control by Potentiometer:

Any other control:

Sets the minimum dimming level.
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ATTENTION

The devices must be installed without 230V power supply and by qualified personnel.

Power supply must be protected according to the current Standards.

Leave a minimun distance of 2m between the dimmer and the light fixtures.

NOTE: install correctly the Ground of the light fixtures.
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Example 1   Controlled by Pushbutton
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